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Fiction

Mark Hodkinson:

The Last Mad Surge of Youth
Pomona Books, July 2009
ISBN: 978-1-904590-20-0
___________________________________________________________________________
Genre:
Extent:

Fiction/Music
332 pages

Description:

Set in both the present day and the early 1980s, when Maggie Thatcher ruled the
world (or thought she did) and new wave kids were dreaming up insurrection, The
Last Mad Surge of Youth is a novel about bands, growing up, moving away and
getting famous, suicide, staying at home and getting bored, fanzines, the bomb,
love, alcoholism, egotism and self-doubt.
The narrative begins with the D-I-Y ethos of punk, steering through major label
hype, to tired aftermath. While the protagonist, John Barrett, holds centre stage,
his boyhood pal, Dave Carey, who opted out of the band for fear of playing live,
is left at home, to brood. The pair meet up years later in controversial circumstances and ponder how now became then, and what they do next.

Rock Novel of the Year
Q

'This is by far the best book I've read dealing with that rich world of boys growing up, their obsessions, their loves, their music and how this inevitably informs the people they become and the
lives they end up leading. I can't recommend it highly enough.'
Kevin Sampson, engl. writer (
on his time as manager of the Liverpool b
-perfect rendition of the early-80s northern English indie scene, it contains all the affecAndrew Collins, engl. journalist, playwright and broadcaster
For more reviews please visit: http://www.markhodkinson.com/pages/newspaper_cuttings.htm
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Mark Hodkinson:

Believe in the Sign
Pomona Books, December 2006
ISBN: 978-1-904590-17-9
___________________________________________________________________________
Genre:
Extent:
Description:

Author:

Review:

Awards:

Fiction/Football
203 pages
Believe in the Sign is about a damp corner of England where nothing much
but everything happens. It is a 'sort of a memoir' of a normal, average boy
who would have grown up happily average and normal but for a dark and
perverse passion: the seductive lure of masochistic devotion to a no-hope,
near-derelict football club. But it isn't all joyously uplifting. Swimming through the
murk is a swarm of snapshots that bring growing up in the 1970s and 1980s into
startling focus. Mad kids and sad kids and good kids from broken homes; teenage
wrecking parties; pub brawls; long existential marches along the motorway banking; the baiting of Elton John and a club chairman caught playing 'away from
home.' Then Death bumps into Life. A girl is abducted and the town becomes a
cave, the light sucked out. Meanwhile in the sunny shine outside, the future is
afoot: cotton mills close down and supermarkets invade; school-leavers evolve into YOP-fodder and everyone's mum is holding Tupperware parties to get the
down-payment on a colour telly.
Mark Hodkinson, a regular contributor to The Times for the past
decade, has already had three successful football books published, each of them
universally well-received by critics who lauded his writing for its
heart and humour. Each book was based on a year-in-the-life of a football
club where, commissioned originally by The Times, he filed a weekly feature
on of the goings on at Barnsley (Life at the Top); Manchester City (Blue
Moon) and Rochdale (Life Sentence).
'Hodkinson is the authentic voice of the real football fan - Hornby is a relative
lightweight in comparison.' (4-4-2 Magazine)
(For more reviews please visit:
http://www.markhodkinson.com/pages/newspaper_cuttings.htm)
Believe in the Sign was one of the sports books of the year of The Times and of
The Guardian and longlisted for the William Hill Sports Book of the Year Award.
The renowned playwright/screenwriter Alan Plater is currently working on a
screenplay of Believe in the Sign.
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Non-Fiction

Akiko Mikamo: Rising from the Ashes

A True Story of Survival and Forgiveness from Hiroshima (206 pages)
Nomination 2015 Hiroshima Book Grand Prix
Rights sold: Italy (Newton Compton), Spain (Chidori Books), Poland (Proszynski Media)
Film in development (Polaris Pictures, Executive Summary available vs. NDA):
http://www.815movie.com / http://www.polaris-pictures.com/development
Extensive international media coverage: http://www.RisingHiroshima.com
Award 2014 for “Exceptional Services for the World Peace, Nationally and Internationally” by
the World Peace and Prosperity Foundation (Malala Yousafzai received this award in 2012)
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Rising from the Ashes is a true and incredible story of a Japanese adolescent, Shinji Mikamo, who
miraculously survived the first atomic bombing of human kinds. He was on top of his house roof
with nothing to shield him at only 1,200 m from the epicenter in Hiroshima on August 6, 1945
toward the end of World War II. But what made Shinji stand out from most of the survivors of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, or even of many other man-made disasters in our history, he never
hated Americans as aggressors. He somehow saw things from a much bigger perspective even in
the very strict Japanese military government’s mind control of civilians during the war. His
daughter Dr. Akiko Mikamo wrote his story to share a survivor’s message of love and the power
of forgiveness, reminding the world that our worst enemies of yesterday can be our best friends
of tomorrow.
August 6, 1945, begins like any other day in Hiroshima during World War II. As nineteen-yearold Shinji Mikamo works on top of his house roof, helping his father prepare their house for the
government ordered demolition, there is a blinding flash. As Shinji turns toward “the sun exploded,” a fireball sends him into darkness. An atomic bomb has just shattered Hiroshima, only 1,200
meters away, and kills 140,000 civilians.
Left severely injured and burned, Shinji is rescued from the rubble by his father as a fierce fire
approaches. As the two wander into their decimated city, Shinji is pushed forward by his father,
who refuses to let him give up. They encounter demons and angels in this hell while desperately
looking for help. Shinji, who has lost everything, has no idea that pain and hardship will haunt
him for decades to come—a miraculous journey that eventually leads him to empathizing with
his destroyers.
Three months later, Shinji barely walked to the site where their house used to be and found the
heat-fused pocket watch out of the ashes that belonged to his father, who apparently vanished
after they parted. It was the only relic that showed his connections to his family and ancestry.
Shinji later donated the watch to Hiroshima Peace Museum, which was sent to the UN Headquarter in NY for the permanent display in 1985. When his daughter, Akiko, visited the UN in
1989, she discovered the watch had been just stolen. There, she learns the true lesson from Shinji’s father and Shinji, “When you lose something, you gain something.”
Dr. Akiko Mikamo, born in Hiroshima, graduated from Hiroshima University
and moved to the USA to obtain a doctor in clinical psychology in San Diego.
She is president of San Diego Worldwide Initiative to Safeguard Humanity
(www.sdwish.org)
and
US-Japan
Psychological
Services
(www.usjapanpsych.com).
In 2014 she received the Award for Exceptional Service to World Peace from
the World Peace and Prosperity Foundation. She has been giving talks on the
topic of the world peace and forgiveness in Japan, US, France, South Africa,
Singapore, UK, and other places.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Kenneth Slawenski:

J. D. Salinger: A Life Raised High
Pomona Books, 15 March 2010
ISBN: 978-190-459-0231
___________________________________________________________________________
Genre:
Extent:
Description:

Author:

Reviews:

Biography
423 pages
JD Salinger: A Life Raised High reveals the surprising reality behind the enigmatic
author of The Catcher in the Rye. Readers travel with the author through both his
stories and the events of his life. It is a biographical journey, a story of ambition
and ego that collides with integrity, an account of Salinger’s struggle to deal with
the consequences of his own fame while attempting to understand the nature of
God and humanity after experiencing the darkest days of human history.
With unique insights into Salinger’s complex personality, the text covers his youth,
war years, career and relationships, as well as his emergence as an American icon
and final withdrawal. With over 400 citations and first-hand accounts, the details
of Salinger’s life have been thoroughly researched and the book uncovers many
surprising facts never before exposed. By peeling away myth from truth, a far
more compelling life-story is actually revealed. A final chapter to cover the response on Salinger’s death was added to bring this unique book up to date.
Born and raised in New Jersey, Kenneth Slawenski attended community and state
colleges, where he earned two degrees in Information Technology. Re-reading
The Catcher in the Rye as an adult led to an interest in J.D. Salinger and he began
to independently research Salinger’s life. In 2004, he created the site Dead Caulfields (www.deadcaulfields.com), endorsed by The New York Times as the best
Salinger resource on the Internet. In recent years, he has worked with Hollywood
filmmakers as an historical consultant.
“It is well written, energetic and magnificently researched; a true picture of
Salinger emerges from its pages.” The Times
“Slawenski enthrallingly illuminates what turned Salinger into an extraordinary
literary phenomenon … a fascinated and fascinating biography…” Times on Sunday
”The result is a first-rate book which is especially good on the links between
Salinger’s fictions and their thematic developments. … The passages on Salinger’s
own war show that Slawenski can be an excellent storyteller himself.” The Telegraph
“He deals exceptionally well with a life that, from the outside, appeared to stall in
1951, when Salinger was 32, but which continued for another 59 years.” Observer
“… his book is as irresistible to me as Salinger himself. …” The Spectator
“Slawenski wisely sticks to the facts … a responsible biography that does the man
justice.” The Skinny
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Mark Hodkinson:

Spotland: The Sun Also Rises
(and other football stories)
Pomona Books, 2010
___________________________________________________________________________
Genre:

Non-Fiction/Football

Extent:

222 pages

Description:

At last, it’s up the Dale. After a record 36 years in the basement division of the
Football League, Rochdale AFC finally won promotion in the 2009/10 season.
The underdog of English football had their day in the sun and with them at every
kick was lifelong fan and acclaimed writer, Mark Hodkinson.
Devotees endured years of defeats and jibes and misery until the management
team of Keith Hill and David Flitcroft built their promotion-winning squad.
Hodkinson brings wry and penetrating insights into a momentous season, while
pondering on family ties and loyalty, the passion and philosophy of football support.
Other matters football – from Hodkinson’s pieces first published in The Times –
include interviews with Paul Gascoigne; Colin Bell and Mike Doyle of Manchester
City; the irrepressible Stuart Hall; the late-comic Bernard Manning; Barry Hines of
Kes fame, plus a range of topics from cortisone use to racism in football, from
sport finance to the perils of being a football reporter. And, of course, Subbuteo.

Author:

Mark Hodkinson, a regular contributor to The Times for the past
decade, has already had four successful football books published, each of them
universally well-received by critics who lauded his writing for its
heart and humour. Three books were based on a year-in-the-life of a football
club where, commissioned originally by The Times, he filed a weekly feature
on of the goings on at Barnsley (Life at the Top); Manchester City (Blue
Moon) and Rochdale (Life Sentence). The fourth, Believe in the Sign, was one of
the sports books of the year of The Times and of The Guardian and longlisted for
the William Hill Sports Book of the Year Award. The renowned playwright/screenwriter Alan Plater is currently working on a screenplay of Believe in
the Sign. 4-4-2 Magazine: 'Hodkinson is the authentic voice of the real football
fan - Hornby is a relative lightweight in comparison.'
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Stuart Murdoch: The Celestial Café
Non-Fiction, Music/Pop culture, 334 pages, 10 b/w illustrations. Pomona Books, UK, 2010.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Author:
Stuart Lee Murdoch (born 25 August 1968) is a Scottish musician, and
the lead singer and songwriter for the indie pop band Belle & Sebastian.
The majority of his childhood was spent a stone's throw from the birthplace of Robert Burns in Alloway, Ayr until he left school and attended
university in Glasgow.

Description:
The Celestial Café is a collection of the diaries and thoughts of Stuart Murdoch, singer in the
band Belle And Sebastian. They stem from the particularly un-rock and roll years of 2002-2006,
and are subsequently very light on the subjects of drug taking, orgies and general debauchery.
Mr Murdoch would like you to know that right off the bat. He doesn’t even want you to lift the
book if that’s the kind of thing you’re after. Don’t even look at it! It's a poncy sort of book. Let's
get that straight from the start.
“When are we going to get a string of number ones, like Abba?” I asked.
“When you grow a pair of tits,” said Bob.
Stuart Murdoch considers himself to be ‘26% a rock star’. He may be exaggerating. Few rock
stars spend time compiling lists of their favourite mathematicians or buy extra-soft slippers so
they don’t disturb neighbours living in the flat below. The Belle and Sebastian singer reveals more
of these non-debauched tales of life on the road and back home in his native Glasgow. Murdoch,
a born-writer, stares out from metaphorical celestial cafés throughout the world, presenting a
unique and engaging take on herb tea, Felt, sunsets, church choirs, John Peel, acupuncture, and,
of course, catastrophic waitresses. Throughout, he runs at life fast and true, reminding us all that
an empty minute is a minute wasted.
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Catherine Smyth:
weirdo. mosher.

Non-Fiction (True Crime/Youth Culture/Society), 280 pages, incl. b/w photographs.
Pomona Books, UK, 2010.
Author:
Catherine Smyth is an experienced news editor working for the local paper The Rossendale Free Press. She was the first reporter on the scene of
the murder of 20-year-old Sophie Lancaster and her newspaper published
the very first account of the attack, before the story was retold on a global
scale. She has unrestricted access to police contacts and witnesses.

Description:
Twenty-year-old Sophie Lancaster was kicked to death by a
in Bacup, Lancashire. Her boyfriend, Rob Maltby, was also set upon and received life-threatening
injuries.
of the media, which cited the killing as another example of Broken Britain.
Catherine Smyth was the first reporter on the scene and remained at the heart of the story
throughout. A mother herself, she writes evocatively of the impact it had on both the Lancaster
family and Bacup itself. Smyth has unearthed several anomalies: the police admitted initially attending the wrong park and the ambulance took 14 minutes to travel a distance of a mile in
reaching the scene.
While relating the horrific nature of the attack, Smyth also focuses on the good to rise from evil
a town rallying in support of a stricken family, a mother showing incredibly dignity and, most
important of all, a campaign launched to inform the world of the grave dangers of intolerance. As
one banner carried at a parade in memory of Sophie proclaimed:
love takes couA portion from sales of this book will go to the Sophie Lancaster Foundation.
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Esther Fairfax: My Improper Mother and Me
(Auto-)Biography, 240 pages. Pomona Books, UK, 2010.
Author:
father, a naturist, insisted that she remained naked around
the house until she was 16. He slept naked with her and she had to dance
naked in Paris at the age of 16. She was
her
mother Lotte Berk for swallowing during oral sex with a man with whom
they were appearing at a local theatre. Esther was raped at the age of 15
by the producer of the show in which her parents were appearing. They
told her
Esther met her future husband, the poet John Fairfax, at a party hosted by
Dylan Thomas. She often fantasized about killing her husband and had an
affair with the famous art critic David Sylvester, a great friend of Francis
Bacon, and
She tried to kill herself with
an overdose of tablets and whisky.
Esther Fairfax has had two books published previously, both dedicated to
her mother's technique. She still holds classes in her native Berkshire.
Description:
Lotte Berk was one of the most extraordinary women of our times. She became world famous as
the devisor of the Lotte Berk Technique, a revolutionary fitness programme that led her to great
fame and wealth during the 1960s and 1970s. Among her students were a swathe of movers and
shakers - Britt Ekland, Maureen Lipman, Geraldine McEwan, Zoe Wanamaker, Shirley Conran,
Edna O'Brien, Prue Leith and Sian Phillips.
My Improper Mother and Me is a compelling portrait of the outrageous German émigré by her
daughter, Esther Fairfax. It reveals the inner workings of a Bohemian life lived to the extreme.
Cajoled to dance naked in Paris at the age of 16, Fairfax's remarkable story embraces drug addiction, sexual liberation, poverty, isolation, fame and, finally, hope.
The Improper Mother Lotte Berk: Born in Germany, Lotte had to flee the Nazis just as her
dancing career had taken off. At various points Lotte was addicted to sleeping pills and morphine. She recommended the sleeping pills to Esther, who also became addicted. Lotte had several long-lasting lesbian relationships. She was an anorexic and one of the first in the UK to undergo cosmetic surgery. An operation to replace all her teeth went drastically wrong and she almost died. She turned down a business offer from Vidal Sassoon because she felt he wanted to
of Mary Quant and fashions of Biba made women rush to exercise their flabby
thighs and bottoms. Sassoon revolutionized hair with his sharp cut styles. Fashion was dictating
body shape and mother offered that body shape with her clever exercises. Mother had it all: the
Esther.
'We would be lying on our backs on the floor while she exhorted us to, 'Squeeze, squeeze, make
like fucky-fucky. More, more, squeeze, tighter, tighter, think of your lover as a string bean: he is
getting away, hold on to him, squeeze.'' All this delivered in a heavy German accent, while she, 70
if she was a day, pranced around like a demented teenager. Trying to obey while trying not to
laugh added to the agony.' - Prue Leith.
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Boff Whalley:

footnote*
Pomona Books, June 2003
ISBN: 978-1-904590-00-4
Rights sold: Germany (Edition AV, 2009)
___________________________________________________________________________
Genre:
Extent:
Description:

Biography/Memoir/Music
292 pages
Footnote* is clever, funny and irreverent a story about a boy from the redbrick
clichés of smalltown England reconciling Mormonism and punk rock, industrial
courtesy and political insurrection.
He finds a guitar, anarchism and art terrorism and, after years (and years and
years) of earnest, determined, honest-toable summary of a life well lived
about getting knocked down and getting back up again.

Author:

is not another plodding rock memoir but a compassionate, critical and sometimes
cynical account of a life steeped in pop culture, lower division football and putting
the world to rights.
Boff Whalley is singer, guitar player and songwriter of Chumbawamba, whose
album Tubthumping sold 6 million copies in 1998.

Reviews:
"Whalley is a member of real-life agit-rockers Chumbawamba, and Footnote*, a totally unconventional, fascinating, funny and refreshing book, combines memoir, cultural commentary and
observations on politics and the music business. An excellent read."
OK Magazine, Hot Stars 5.7.03
"News that the guitarist from Chumbawamba has written an autobiography may not raise the
pulse of the regular Mojo reader, but Whalley's brilliant book deserves your attention. Approaching the rock memoir much as Nick Hornby's Fever Pitch tackled sport books, Whalley tells the
tale of the anarchist band's rise to scarcely credible stardoms as part of a much wider musing on
modern life, its oddities and absurdities. Frequently hilarious, always warm and eminently readable, Footnote* is a provocative, entertaining, insightful delight"
Mojo Magazine, September 2003 (*****)
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Abel Paz:
At the Foot of the Wall
Resistance and Prison. Biography (1942–1954) (Volume 4)
Non-Fiction, Biography, 493 pages. Edition AV, Germany, 2010.
German title: Am Fuß der Mauer. Widerstand und Gefängnis. Biographie (1942–1954) (Band 4)
Original language: Spanish
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Abel Paz, * 1921 - † 2009

I expected the deadly moment to come the next second, but my murderers apparently found no
suitable place and moved on. No one spoke. Only silence, stars and the moon and the grass we
stepped on. Nothing else. Suddenly I was given to understand to go down on my knees. They
forced me to do so. I knelt dow. I looked at the moon and waited. On my neck I felt a pistol
barrel, the bullet in the chamber and ...
After "Prickly Pears and Scorpions" (1921-1939), "Anarchist with Don Quixote's Ideals" (19361939) and "In the Fog of Defeat" (1939-1942) "At the Foot of the Wall" (1942-1954) is the last
volume of the Abel Paz biography.
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Pierre Dietz:
Letters out of the Deportation
French Resistance and the Way to Auschwitz
Non-Fiction, History/Politics, 300 pages. Edition AV, Germany, 2010.
German title: Briefe aus der Deportation. Französische Widerstand und der Weg nach Auschwitz
Original language: French (letters)/German (comments)
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

William Letourneur, * 1898 - † 1973
Leather skilled worker

He worked in a tannery in Maromme, a suburb of the French port Rouen in Normandy. After
the German invasion (May 1940) and the increasing repression by the Nazis, he joined the
communist resistance group "Front National". Denounced by a neighbor he fell into the hands
of the Gestapo, was imprisoned and deported via the transit camp Compiègne (May 1943) at first
to Weimar (June 1943) to the concentration camp Buchenwald. With the re-opening (February
1944) of the camp "DAW Lindenstrasse" in Lublin, in the so-called General Government, he was
taken off from Buchenwald to fill it up. When the Red Army reached Lublin (July 1944), his
odyssey continued to Auschwitz to the main camp, which also belonged to the DAW.
From the day of his arrest until the evacuation of Lublin, he took every opportunity to send
secret and official letters to his wife Hélène. They included everything from handicrafts in order
to put secret messages in aid packages to calls for help for bare essentials. But did these things
really arrive? And could he actually use them for himself?
Letters to this extent and over such a long period are a historical rarity. Although writing letters
was allowed officially, they sometimes were censored and destroyed arbitrary. Based on these
letters and documents, witnesses and memories the real events can be reconstructed. Identity
cards explain who were the actors. Calendar pages record the historical events. Historic photos
confirm the documents and statements. Drawings of the French prisoners Auguste Favier and
Pierre Mania give in an oppressive way an account of the daily life in the concentration camp.
Jokes from this time convey the spirit of the times and were a part of the resistance. 3-D images
of the camp try to reconstruct what no longer exists.
What purpose had concentration camps? How were they organized? What’s hidden behind the
acronym DAW?
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